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Dear Madam/Sir <<Last Name>>,

Whether you have already returned to the classroom, or are about to in the
upcoming school year, teachers and educators are being tasked with keeping
students and staff safe, while still mainting their already heavy load of
caregiving and educating. 

This case study illustrates how one preschool used the Time Timer WASH, a
visual timer for handwashing, to give their students the confidence and
independence needed to properly wash their hands, so the teachers could
continue doing what they do best - teaching.

Using the Time Timer WASH in a Preschool Setting - Case Study 
Case Study Summary

1. Teach students of any age to wash hands properly and
independently.

2. Free up valuable time in the classroom by supporting efficient
handwashing processes.

3. Improve attendance and limit the spread of illness between students
and teachers.

“The Time Timer WASH really helps the children to understand the
length of time they should be washing their hands”

Download a PDF of this Case Study
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https://mcusercontent.com/3bafdc5874a47b77bbea8e7de/files/0f788f33-acd0-76e5-c8cf-dec0637fb578/Case_study.01.pdf


As shown in the picture, the Time
Timer WASH gives students the
ability to independently wash their
hands. It empowers the students to
self-regulate and be confident that
they are washing their hands for the
correct duration. 

A small tool like the Time Timer
WASH implemented at the beginning
of the school year can create a
lasting routine in the classroom
throughout the entire school year.

“Because young children do not yet have a good sense of the
passage of time, it will be important for adults to ensure that the
handwashing process is done correctly and can be navigated
successfully. The Time Timer WASH® is a product that can easily
help to ensure that a young child goes through the appropriate
process for effective handwashing, without needing an adult to
monitor the amount of time they scrub.” - Eva C. Phillips, Ed.D.  
 

Since implementing the Time Timer WASH in their classroom and bathrooms,
the teachers shared that this handwashing timer,  
 

“... helps to ensure proper hand sanitation and safety to our
classrooms during the Covid-19 Pandemic.” 

 
However, the reach goes beyond the pandemic: 
 

Scrubbing hands for 20 seconds can increase attendance in
school children and reduce the number of people in the general

population who get sick up to 58%.

Download the Activity Guide Time Timer WASH
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See the Time Timer WASH 
in Action with Heather Rogers

Would you like to learn more about the Time Timer WASH in a one-on-one live
demo? We would love to share this incredible visual handwashing timer with
you and answer any questions you may have.

Request Free Sample for Your Sales Representatives

Request a Live Demo of the Time Timer WASH

https://vimeo.com/582417826
https://www.linkedin.com/company/robo-educational-toys?trk=NUS_CMPY_FOL-pdctd
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Robo-Educational-Toys-BV/285872151493114
http://www.twitter.com/roboeducational
https://www.flickr.com/photos/robo-toys/albums
https://www.instagram.com/robo_educational_toys/
mailto:info@robo-toys.com?subject=Free%20Sample%20Time%20Timer%C2%AE%20WASH
mailto:info@robo-toys.com?subject=Requesting%20a%20Live%20Demo%20of%20the%20Time%20Timer%20WASH%20
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